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Homeowner / Self Builder
Trade / Retailer / Contractor
Developer / Specifier / Consultant
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                        What Is ThermaSkirt?

                        ThermaSkirt combines the heating and skirting into one cost effective, space saving & energy efficient package.

                            

                            Manufactured in the UK from robust powder coated aluminium, and styled to look just like a traditional skirting profile, it can heat your room in minutes without ripping up your floors.

                        

                            Request a Quote > 
                            Speak with our experts > 
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                                True Radiant Heat
                                

                                Minimal air movement and drafts create real comfort
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                                Energy efficient
                                

                                Even, all-around heat uses less energy yet provides real warmth
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                                Fast and responsive
                                

                                No under heating or over heating
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                                Simple installation
                                

                                installed with minimal disturbance or modification to your home
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                                Works with any floor finish
                                

                                Carpet, laminate, timber or vinyl with equal performance
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                                Free up wall space
                                

                                Create a more spacious and versatile environment
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                                Works with any boiler / heat pump
                                

                                H20 version can connect to any source of warm water
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                                Hygienic, Healthcare Heating
                                

                                Versions available suitable for use in the NHS and Assisted Living.
                            

                        

                    

                


                
                    The smart  alternative to panel radiators, storage heaters and underfloor heating.
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                                        Adam Gandy, Founder Smart Build Ltd

                                        " ThermaSkirt is an excellent product. We used it on a barn conversion in preference to UFH. Looks great, works well and far cheaper to install!” "
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                                        Claire Jones

                                        " I would just like to express my sheer delight in your product, your company and your staff. From start to finish the customer service has been spot on. The product is out of this world, it has reformed my house. The guys who installed it were two of the nicest guys, so professional. We are so so pleased. Thank you so much The Jones Family "
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                                        Tina & Gareth

                                        "Everyone that's seen the place is blown away with your product. We're loving that we can place our furniture anywhere in the rooms now and don't have bulky radiators sticking out everywhere."
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                                        Suzanne

                                        "I had Thermaskirt installed by Discrete Heat in my small cottage more than 9 years ago and have been very satisfied with the system and it's performance."
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                                        Christine Bentley

                                        "Thermaskirt is better and cheaper to install than underfloor heating it is more convenient than radiators. I work in construction and I am always
                                        telling others about thermaskirt heating."
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                                        Keith Ward

                                        "The Thermaskirt system has more than met our expectations saving space and looking great."
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                                        Kay Harley

                                        "I want to say a huge thank you and pass on some praise for your employees and the way they have sold, designed and delivered my project."
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                                        Mick Eley

                                        "Every step of the way from the design phase, then delivery through to the after sales and technical support we have been so impressed with DiscreteHeat and would recommend ThermaSkirt to everybody."
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                                        Alan Littlehales

                                        "It works superbly, looks fantastic, heats the room brilliantly with no cold spots, and is cheap to run, ThermaSkirt is win win win! "
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                                        Mr. Weissman

                                        "ThermaSkirt installed quickly and looks great; we have much more useable space in the room now that we have removed the radiators and their covers."
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                                        Ian Johnson

                                        "It's important to us to convey our appreciation to you all for your professionalism, the very high standard of your customer after care, and of course, the quality of your product, which is excellent."
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                                        Kevin

                                        "it was a really customer friendly company to deal with which is a rare and pleasant experience these days.
                                        I would have no hesitation recommending you to anybody."
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                                        Mark & Liz

                                        "We just wanted to say a huge, huge thank you to you Lisa & Carl and everyone at Discrete Heat for all of your help and hard work with our new ThermaSkirt Heating System."
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                                        Barry C Brown

                                        "I self-fitted Thermaskirt to my flat about six or so years ago, and it's been brilliant! It's the only heating I have ever needed and I've told countless people about it"
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                                        Mr & Mrs Carter

                                        "I found it easy to install with the clear instructions. We have been really pleased with how neat it looks and it has certainly provided enough warmth even for an open plan dining room/sunroom. "

                                    

                                

                            


                        

                    

                

            

            

        
        

        
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Available in a kitchen plinth version and a threshold version for across patio and balcony door openings, 
                                not a single mm2 of floor or wall space need be wasted.
                            

                        

                    

                


            

        




        
        
            
                
                    
                        Recent Installations

                        

                        DiscreteHeat have installed over 60,000 ThermaSkirt systems throughout the UK and overseas.

                            Here are just a few photographs sent in by our customers.
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                    HOW IS IT INSTALLED?

                    SIMPLE ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATION – RETRO-FIT OR NEW BUILD

                    Our unique and patented push fit connectors and adjustable mountings make installation quick and easy with no soldering, glueing or sealants. Usually using the existing pipework (or circuits if electrical version) Thermaskirt is fitted in hours rather than days with minimal disturbance to your floors, doors or carpets. You can even leave the furniture in the room!
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Homeowner / Self Builder
Trade / Retailer / Contractor
Developer / Specifier / Consultant


                                    
                                




                            

                                

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                        

                                    


                                    
                                        I consent to receiving digital communications about DiscreteHeat products and being contacted by them. See our Privacy Policy for details about how my data is handled.
                                    

                                


                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        Got Plans?

                                        
                                            Drag them over this contact form or click here to attach them.
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                            Company

                            Address:

                            DiscreteHeat Company Limited

                            1 Victoria Works Industrial Estate

                            Coal Pit Lane, Atherton

                            Manchester, M46 0FY

                            


                             01942 88 00 60

                             info@discreteheat.co.uk

                            


                            VAT# 884427392

                            Company Reg# 5594330
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